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ABSTRACT
In this era of technology, internet has gained huge popularity and web presence is an important aspect for success of any e-business. This paper presents a new method which focuses on two most important principles of web design i.e. functional convenience and presentational delight for enhancing the web usability. For improving functional convenience the actual usage patterns are extracted from web server logs for an e-commerce website. These logs are firstly preprocessed to detect users, user sessions and user transactions and then an usage mining method is applied to determine actual usage paths through the clickstreams. The actual usage paths will help to identify the usability issues and help suggest the corrective measures to improve it. For improving presentational delight a survey is taken to identify the user’s perspective for making web design efficient. This cognitive study of user and actual user behavior help to identify the different usability issues. Based on these issues the different procedures are listed for design improvement.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over past few years there has been enormous growth in the use of internet. It provides a platform which works as an international marketplace for various businesses. This has led to more and more businesses growing over internet. The web presence a business can have on internet heavily influence its success or failure. For this reason maintaining the functional convenience and presentational delight of any website has become a necessity. The functional convenience aspect refers to providing effective user interface for easy interaction with ease of navigation. The presentational delight aspect refers to providing attractive website features which has better visual impact on the users.

The proposed system extracts the actual user behavior by capturing the clickstreams obtained through the navigation of user on the website. In addition to this a survey is taken which emphasize on seizing the user perspective regarding the different facets of website design. Both the actual user behavior captured through web server logs and the results of user’s perspective survey helps to identify some usability issues related to navigation and website design. Correcting these issues would lead to better functional convenience and presentational delight aspect of web usability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the literature review with respect to the proposed method. Section III illustrates the methodology of the system. Section IV validates the method by providing results and analysis. Conclusions and future scope are presented in Section V.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Gupta A and Arora R presented a research work which focuses on web usage mining and specifically keeps tabs on running across the web utilization examples of sites from the server log records using Apriori and FP Tree algorithm [1]. The main drawback of Apriori algorithm is that the candidate set creation is costly, particularly if a large number of patterns or long patterns exist. The main drawback of FP-growth algorithm is that it lacks a good candidate generation method.

Gaol F.L presented web log sequential pattern mining using Apriori-all algorithm, called as Apriori-all Web Log Mining [2]. The experiment conducted is based on the Apriori-all algorithm, which for storing non-sequential data, first stores the original web access sequence database. The main drawback of Apriori-all algorithm is that the candidate set creation is costly, mainly if a large number of patterns and/or long patterns exists.

Yeming Tang, Qiuli Tong and Zhao Du analyzed campus map search log in Tsinghua University on term level, query level and session level [3]. To find out interests of users, generalized sequential pattern algorithm GSP is adopted to mine the frequent sequences of terms. The system performance and user experience is improved analyzing the campus map search log. A lot of time is consumed in candidate sequence generation and scanning database repeatedly hence the GSP algorithm is time inefficient.

Singh A.K, Kumar A and Maurya A.K. determined the empirical comparison of Apriori and FP-growth algorithm for frequent item set sequences for Web Usage data [4]. The analysis shows the comparison of properties like memory size, input data, pre-fetching, scalability and processing efficiency etc. The main drawback of Apriori algorithm is that the candidate set creation is costly, especially if a large number of patterns or long patterns exist. The disadvantage of FP-Growth is that it needs to work out conditional pattern bases and build conditional FP-tree recursively and hence it performs poor for data sets of long patterns.

Kotiyal B., Kumar A. and Pant B. presented a system which emphasizes on implementing an smart system that can provide
personalized web service for accessing related web pages in order to detect which web pages are more likely to be accessed by the user in future [5]. This paper uses two algorithms namely Apriori and Eclat for forecasting the user behavior and also compares its performance with respect to time and space complexity for the filtered data. The results show that Eclat algorithm serves better for the large databases despite Apriori as it generates less tables and therefore less time it takes to perform the analysis.

Khodambashi and Ø Nyтро presented a usability evaluation of published clinical guidelines (GLs) on the web and their web presentation [6]. Different methods were used such as interview, survey, system usability scale questionnaire, etc. From the step-by-step synthesis method and analysis of different results it was found that users are mostly concerned about various features like the amount of text and scrolling, font size of content and controls, presence of not more than one navigation bar and no redirection to other websites. The limitation of this paper is that the analysis is based on the survey of 14 users only.

Usability test is an essential process in the human computer interface design. It is a process which includes assembly of usability aspects of interface and evaluation and refining of those aspects. Najmeh Ghaseemifard, Mahboubeh Shamsi, Abol Reza Rasouli Kenar and Vahid Ahmadi has presented the usability test methods in the human computer interface design, analysed them and stated the comparison of these methods [7]. The main drawback of this paper is that the results of the comparison did not evaluate the best method for usability testing.

The significance of end user documentation is well known for improving usability and operability of software applications. D. Amalfitano, A. R. Fasolino and P. Tramontana presented a semi-automatic approach for user documentation generation of Web 2.0 applications [8]. The method exploits dynamic analysis techniques for capturing the user behaviour of a web application and, hence, producing end user documentation amenable with known standards and guidelines for software user documentation. The limitation of this paper is that to verify the validity of the proposed approach experiments are needed which can prove the effectiveness and usefulness of the obtained documentation results.

The objective of any e-commerce website is to achieve high level of user participation to gain success. R Safavi presented a study for evaluating the different parameters which are important in the GUI and interface design. And which also affects the usability of the system from the customers’ point of view [9].

3. METHODOLOGY
A new method is proposed to identify the navigation related usability problems from the actual usage patterns extracted from the server logs and cognitive study targeting user’s perspective which identify the different design issues through survey. The architecture of the system for identifying usability problems is shown in Fig. 1.

The proposed system includes three main modules:

1. Usage Pattern Extraction
2. Cognitive Study
3. Usability Problem Identification.

3.1 Usage Pattern Extraction
The web server logs provides input source of data to the system. The raw data is preprocessed to identify required information, remove extraneous fields and identify the unique users based on the combination of username and IP field. The activity record of each user is represented separately as a single visit to the website. A new usage mining method of Improved prefixSpan algorithm is applied to discover the interesting frequent patterns from the actual usage paths of the users. This algorithm is based on the concept of Divide and Conquer method. It works in three main steps: 1) Scan the database to find all 1-itemset sequential patterns. 2) Get the projected databases by dividing the search space. 3) Find subsets of sequential patterns which can be mined by constructing projected databases. This algorithm uses certain specific sequential patterns pruning and duplicated projection which reduces the number and size of projected databases. This will improve the mining efficiency of the algorithm compared to prefixspan algorithm by reducing the runtime of scanning projected databases. The frequent patterns discovered from the actual usage paths are used to identify some common problems of the users while interacting with the website.

3.2 Cognitive Study
The Cognitive Study module is used to enhance the web usability by concentrating on design aspect of the website. The survey is conducted which focuses on different parameters like color, size, grouping, positions and presentation of information on the user interface. Based on the results of the survey procedures are listed for website design improvement.
3.3 Usability Problem Identification

This module takes in the frequent patterns obtained from the actual usage paths of the website users and the results obtained from the survey conducted. These data is analyzed to identify some usability problems of the users while interacting with the website and some procedures are listed for improving the website usability with respect to functional convenience and presentational delight aspects.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section describes certain results obtained after applying the algorithm on the website. To illustrate the working of the system an electronics website named elekforyou was developed and published which was used by different group of users. This website alike other e-commerce websites provided registration, selection and purchasing of various electronics products. The web server log data of this website was collected after it was made operational and used by different users. The frequent patterns were categorized into different types based on tasks such as selection of first item, selection of second item and change of selection. The usage patterns extracted were analyzed to identify some usability issues. Fig. 2 gives an example of a navigation problem identified during change in selection of an item. The user registers, does login, selects a category and selects an item from that category. For changing the selection of the item the user has to go back to state S3, from state S6, followed by states S4, S5, and S6. Hence this navigation problem increases the effort required by the user to perform change in selection of an item. Likewise, various such issues were identified related to different tasks which can be improved by redesigning the website for reducing the user effort and thus improving the web usability.

![Fig 2: Example of a navigation problem](image)

The website1 and website2, original electronics website elekforyou and redesigned website respectively, were used to evaluate the usability improvement. All the usability problems in website 1 identified by our method were fixed in website 2. The effort required in terms of number of steps required to perform the task and the task success rate were used to examine the usability improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Average Effort(Number of Steps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the usability improvement between website1 and website2 in terms of average effort required for a task. The average number of steps for each task decreased from 6 to 4 with an improvement of 2 steps. Table 2 shows the usability improvement between website1 and website2 in terms of the task success rate. The average improvement of task success rate is 8.97%.

Some of the website design issues were also found by analyzing the results of the survey conducted on the website. The survey questions were formed based on the different parameters like size, color, grouping, positions and presentation of information on the user interface. The survey conducted gives an understanding of the overall impression of design on the users, which can help improve the web usability based on these factors.

The survey questions are as follows:

1. How visually appealing is our website?
2. How easy was it to find what you were looking on our website?
3. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “The position of different controls on the screen is proper”.
4. How would you rate our website in terms of the ease of navigation?
5. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “The overall design of the website is simple and familiar”.
6. How would you rate our website in terms of organization of information?
7. Is the website looking attractive and its appearance is not hindering the user experience?

![Table 2: Usability improvement between website1 and website2 based on Task Success Rate](image)
8. Is the information presented in appropriate size and color?
9. Is the grouping of different chunks of information proper or will you prefer it separated?

Table 3 shows the usability improvement between website1 and website2 based on the analysis of the survey. The average rating value between 1 to 5 is used for examining the usability improvement.

Table 3. Usability improvement between website1 and website2 based on Analysis of Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Aspect</th>
<th>Average Rating Value (1 to 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the cognitive study of the survey results user’s perspective related to different design aspects of the website was identified and used for listing the improvement procedures.

5. CONCLUSION
A new method is developed which contribute towards enhancing the web usability by identifying the navigation related web usability problems and website design problems with respect to user’s perspective. This combination approach of user behavior and cognitive study has better results since it represents the real users’ activities and perspective in natural working environment. The result shows that web usability enhancement is achieved with respect to some usability issues identified based on actual user paths and user perspective for different design aspects. The future scope of the proposed idea lies in the incorporation of the validation studies with large-scale Web applications. Also additional approaches can be explored to discover Web usage patterns and related usability problems generalizable to other interesting domains. The usability research can also be expanded to cover more usability aspects to improve Web users’ overall satisfaction.
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